
 

Setting the Artisan Table - A Collaboration

All sorts of lovely things are possible when you bring artists together. They cross-pollinate and inspire one another, creating an artistic

synergy they could not accomplish alone. Collaboration, impossible when one is isolated and alone, becomes more than merely

possible when artists come together. Collaboration becomes impossible to resist, and the results are new and exciting each time we

come together to create something that alone none of us could accomplish.

For March, we are excited to present one such collaborative endeavor: Setting the Artisan Table. Our furniture maker, Dave

Eichorn, has made an elegant dining room table from both domestic and exotic woods, using mortise and tenon joinery. Ede Walker,

Mary Gosden, and Paula Burke will each contribute ceramic place settings. And textile artists Sally Packard and Sue Ellen

Romanowski will add their lovely table runners.



Dave Eichorn's trestle dining table is a masterpiece of technique and exquisitely elegant design.



Paula Burke's work features organic carvings and beautiful crystalline glazes.



Inspired by traditional pottery from the Southwest, Ede Walker's pottery is prized for her beautiful glazes.



Sue Ellen Romanowski's traditionally pieced and quilted work is bright and kinetic.



Mary Powers Gosden's porcelain tableware features strong geometric designs.



Sally Packard, our newest Member, makes these whimsical and colorful table accessories from felt.

Reception - Saturday, March 7th, 2-5pm

Join the Artist-Collaborators for this show, and see how it all comes together. We will have refreshments on hand and plenty of

creative, lively members to talk to!

Cazenovia Artisans is a cooperative gallery owned and operated by local artists and craftspeople. We are open 7 days a
week and are located in the Village of Cazenovia in Upstate New York.
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